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MANAGING COMPLEXITY
Territorial diversity, variety of collection systems, vehicle and container types,  
productivity and cost optimization…

Every Waste Management Company finds itself facing specific issues that vary depending  
on the territory, the type of users and their distribution. The sorted collection targets are intertwined 
with those of cost optimization and the constraints deriving from the available vehicles and  
the adopted collection and fee systems.

OUR APPROACH
Our experience comes from Adgenera, a technological research and development company 
with many years of experience in designing and creating advanced solutions in the automotive 
sector, logistics, transport and industrial automation, all the way up to the most modern applications 
of the so-called Industry 4.0. Aware of the complexity that needs to be managed, 
we have transferred our technology and research know-how to the Waste Management sector.

ADAMBÌ IS THE ECOSYSTEM OF ADVANCED AND RELIABLE TECHNOLOGIES 
TO ORGANIZE, CONTROL AND OPTIMIZE WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
IN AN INTEGRATED MANNER.



THE ADAMBÌ  ECOSYSTEM
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RM OPTICAL 
TECHNOLOGY

Patented, reliable 
and connected, 
for «smart» 
collection.

MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE

Modular, complete 
and «open»  
to dialogue  
with the outside.

AUTOMOTIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES

Detection of RFID bags 
and containers combined 
with vehicle monitoring 
and diagnostics.

CUSTOM 
SOLUTIONS

Our experience 
in designing 
«tailored» 
systems. 
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Users, containers, vehicle fleets, resource and taxation control: 
all connected in an integrated ecosystem.

Adambì was born from the idea of   applying the most modern technologies to waste collection systems, 
aiming to:

• provide a complete and reliable solution that guarantees a high return on investment and   
 adapts to every reality (street, condominium and door-to-door collection systems);

• integrate flexibly with existing systems, including those from third parties 
 (bins, vehicle fleets, RFID systems, software systems, etc.);

• increase productivity, offering a complete «dashboard» for the planning and monitoring of users,  
 resources and vehicles on the territory;

• significantly reduce the logistical costs of collection, thanks to:
 – detection of actual fill level of individual containers; 
 – optimization of collection rounds; 
 – resource control; 
 – advanced diagnostics to lengthen the life of vehicles; 

Saving time and fuel

WHY CHOOSE ADAMBÌ?
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• significantly increase sorted collection, 
 empowering users in a simple way; 

• simplify the detection and quantification  
 of the waste produced by each individual user;

• enable and manage any fee system (even PAYT) for the services, 
 both in the case of door-to-door collection and street collection.

TAILORED SOLUTIONS

• THE COMPLETENESS AND FLEXIBILITY OF OUR PRODUCTS ALLOW 
 US TO SATISFY THE CUSTOMERS’ REQUIREMENTS.

• IF REQUESTED, WE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT SOFTWARE AND 
 HARDWARE SOLUTIONS THAT RESPOND TO A PARTICULAR AND  
 SPECIFIC NEED OF OUR CUSTOMER.

•  OUR ENGINEERING BACKGROUND ALLOWS US TO GUARANTEE 
 RESULTS AND RELIABILITY.

86%

Unsorted waste
produced per capita

Fuel
savings

Production
by Municipality 

Jan   Feb   Mar   Apr   May   Jun   Jul   Aug   Sep   Oct     Nov   Dec

134kg/year

of collection
Ef f iciency
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The most advanced waste detection system: fast, precise and indestructible.

RM is a patented and innovative technology for smart waste collection. 
It is based on the use of optical induction sensors that adapt to every type of container 
for street and condominium collection.

The container system distributed across the country counts,  
classifies and quantifies waste from each user, reliably and safely. It does so in real time,  
while the bag is being placed in the container. 

OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY RM 
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SIMPLE AND STURDY
RM technology does not have any moving parts, it is compact and sturdy, 
virtually indestructible. 
The user finds no difficulty in using it because the waste is deposited as usual, 
without any further action.

WITH RM, EVERY CONTAINER: 
• identifies the user by an electronic key 
 (RFID tag, magnetic card or smartphone); 

• notes the volume of deposited waste, using an optical scanner;

• communicates individual deposits in real time;  

• measures accurately the fill percentage of the container,  
 communicating with the Service Operator to optimize the collection rounds;

• dialogues with Adambì management software or with third-party systems.



MP “OPEN” MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 
Modular, complete and customizable. The management software adapts to the needs and 
is “open” to integrate with third-party solutions.  
Adambì management software is at the centre of the waste management technology  
and resources ecosystem:

• supports the Operator in every activity, such as handling the user database for invoicing, 
 managing the fleet, and planning the collection rounds;

• allows to handle any pricing scheme 
 (conventional, PAYT or even multiple schemes at the same time, differentiated by user); 

• ensures total control of the collection process; 

• monitors the data of user deposits and container filling;

• offers optimized collection itineraries;

• monitors resources on the territory (tracking, dead times, deviations, efficiency, etc.);

• highlights anomalies, in relation to historical data, collection position and type of user.
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Software Module Contents

CB Utility management, fee calculation and invoicing.

CSP Management of all the devices used in waste collection.

CSP+
 CSP module with advanced features 

 for maintenance management of collection devices.

OSM Data acquisition by smart devices and optimization of the collection route.

WCM Data acquisition from vehicles and guided collection route planning.

WCM+
 WCM module with advanced features of vehicle interval management

 and preventive diagnostics.

ST
 User and service parameter processing tool for extrapolating utility trends

 and  estimates for the waste management company.

UE
 Involving the user through communications regarding deadlines

 and personal service usage results.

LEGEND
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THE ADVANTAGES:
• It is practical and intuitive, with customizable and easy to navigate screens.

• It is modular and scalable, to accompany the evolution of the Customer’s needs.

• It optimizes investments, because it also connects to devices and software 
 that are already available. It is designed to communicate with collection 
 and monitoring systems (smart containers, RFID readers on the vehicles, etc.), 
 both produced by Adambì and by third parties.

• It provides a unique interface, a complete «dashboard» for planning 
 and managing the entire collection system.

• Improves efficiency and reduces management costs.



TM: THE “ALL IN ONE”  
CONTROL UNIT FOR VEHICLES

From our experience in the automotive world, waste tracking and advanced
fleet monitoring. 

The use of bags and containers with RFID technology is already widespread, 
especially for door-to-door and condominium collection. 
This requires equipping the collection vehicles with sensors to detect the waste deposited by users.

TM GIVES MUCH MORE
Adambì equips vehicles with a multifunctional “all in one” control unit that not only tracks 
the collected waste, but also dialogues with all systems (engine, transmission, hydraulic, GPS, etc.) 
installed on the vehicle. Therefore, TM can also provide real time fleet monitoring, 
both in terms of geolocation and efficiency of each vehicle.

OUR KEY WORD IS “INTEGRATION”
For this reason, TM is predisposed to:

• adapt to any kind of vehicle for collection;

• read all types of RFID tags (bags and containers); 

• record, in real time, any information in the «cloud»; 

• dialogue with Adambì management software or with third-party systems.
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RFID READING 
During collection, TM-equipped vehicles «recognize» RFID bags and individual containers.  
Collected waste is associated with users in a reliable way, allowing a wide range  
of opportunities, from emptying optimization to PAYT billing.

ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS 
TM monitors continuously the state of health of the vehicle on which it is installed.  
It dialogues with onboard electronics and with mechanical and hydraulic equipment  
to detect abnormalities and weak signals of possible malfunctions.  
Advanced predictive algorithms process the data and diagnose faults,  
reducing maintenance costs and avoiding unexpected vehicles stoppages.

REMOTE MONITORING OF ITINERARIES
Through the integrated GPS system, each vehicle can be monitored remotely, in real time.  
The Collection Service Operator therefore has the ability to check the location  
of each vehicle and the progress along the planned itineraries.
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Punctual collection
Time savings

Reduced fuel consumption
Predictive maintenance



Adgenera Srl
 Corso Unione Sovietica, 612/3/d - 10135 Torino (Italy)

 (+39) 011 199.20.012   info@adambi.com   www.adambi.com
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